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Temperature sensor for LCN

all illustrations are in orginal size 

sensor element

45mm

25mm

illustr. 1 illustr. 2

®

The LCN-TS is a temperature sensor 
for using in dry rooms. 
Thanks to a resolution of 0,1°C and an 
adaptive mean value formation, it 
pract ical ly  del ivers noiseless 
measurement values. 
It can be connected to the  I-
connections on all LCN modules. 

Included in delivery
LCN-TS, casing (2 parts), lens & 
snap ring.
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Connection

The LCN-TS can be operated on the I-connection of the modules  LCN-UPP, -UPS, -SH, -
SHS and -HU with firmware stand 090201 (Jan. 1999) or later. 

After connecting, the  LCN-TS  will be detected automatically and its  measured values 
registered in the controller variable (R1-Var) of the module - you can check the value in the 
status window in the LCN-PRO. 

Notes

When using  modules before  serial number 0A05.. (up to May/2000), the measured value 
appears in the T-variable (T-Var). With serial numbers before 090119 (up to Jan./1999) 
please define the I-port of the LCN module with  “IR-remote control reception”  in the 
parameterization. 

The LCN-TS is delivered with a surface mounted casing, which can be installed optionally 
on a lamp outlet box  (35 mm)  or fixed directly to a wall. 

The cable to the LCN module 
can be extended up to 50m by using  2 LCN-IV´s (only use shielded cable) - see also in the 
internet ”TDi connections from  Periphery”.

®
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 1.  Do not install temperature sensors near heat or cold sources like, radiators, lamps and                    
and air conditioning. This would falsify the measured values. Especially not in or above            
a  flush mounted box where an LCN-UPP has been inserted. Installing beneath a flush  
mounted box is possible when the LCN-TS is installed, so the room air is properly                  
flowing in its surroundings. 

 2. When installing in the enclosed TS-casing, position the slot vertically (see illustr. 1), 
so that  the air can flow from the bottom to the top of the sensor. 

     

 3. When installing the LCN-TS vertically, the sensor element (the chip) should show       
downwards (when installed vice versa - sensor showing upwards - the energy         
consumption will increase the measurement  of the sensor micro computer around       
0,3-0,5°C). 

 4. The temperature sensor and the casing are designed for indoor use only.  For     
operation in outdoor areas, the LCN-TSA is also available. 

Notes for installing:
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LCN-TS
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Technical information and images are non binding. Changes are reserved.  
Technical  hotline: +49 5066 998844 or www.LCN.de
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Technical  data:

Connection
power supply:
power consumption:

LCN-connection:

installation
operating temperature:
air humidity:
environmental conditions:
protection art:
casing dimensions:

measurement range:

resolution:

accuracy:

not needed (over I-connection)
<0,1W 

I-connecting cable length 400mm

o o-20 C to +85 C
max. 80% rel., non condensing
Use as stationary installation according to VDE632, VDE637
IP 20, when installing in flush mounted box
45mm Ø x 25mm

-20°C to +85°C

0,1°C

typ. 0,3°C from +15°C to +30°C
typ. 0,6°C from -20°C  to +85°C,
max. 2°C over the total measurement range 
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